
vanilla ice 



Appetizers 
Chips and Salsa .......................................................................... $ 1.95 
Chips and Queso ....................................................................... $ 3.95 
Ace's Infamous Nachos ...... ................ ........ ...................... ........ $ 4.95 

Corn chips, spicy queso, seasoned ground beef, pico de gallo, black 
beans, sour cream, and home made guacamole. 

lncredillas ................................................................................... $ 5.95 
Marinated beef or chicken, chile roja, jack and cheddar sauteed 'shrooms 

Sides & stuff 
FAB TACO ............................... ..................................................... $1 .95 
ULTRA FAB TACO ......................................................................... $2 .95 
COOL BEANZ BURRITO ... ...... .. ...... ..................................... ...... .... $2 .95 
VEGGEIRITO ...................................... ...................................... .. ... $2.95 
SHELDON'S BURRITO ................................................................... $1.95 
TACO SALAD ........ ............ ..... ... ... ........... ..................................... . $4.95 
FAJITA TACO (BEEF OR CHICKl ..................................................... $2.95 

Central Chilling Station 
Coke, Diet Coke, Dr. Pepper, Sprite ........................................... $1.00 
Snapple Peach Iced Tea .................... ..... ............. .. .. ................... $1.50 

Other random beverages available, ask our friendly dispatcher for 
today's good drinkage. $$??? 

Entrees 

Fresh Mexican Food Delivery In 
the Austin Hyde Park and 

west campus areas! 
You won't Believe It until You Try 

It! Midnight Tacos uses state of the 
Art Mobile Prep Kitchens To Prepare 
All of our Delivery Orders at Each 
customer's Home or Business! 
Call Us Up, We'll send the Truck over 
To Cook You Up some Fajitas or 
ouesadillas , or We 'll Throw Together 
A Fab Taco or a Vegierito , or 
Whatever. You Get t he Gist , No? 

Late night delivery!!! 
etil 4 on weekends>! 

Fajita Platter ....... ...... ................................................................. $ 8.95 
Marinated beef or chicken with four torts, cheddar and jack cheeses, 
pico de gallo, sour cream, homemade guacamole, and chile roja. 

Non-committal Fajita Platter For Two .................................... $14.95 
It doesn't MEAN anything! You're just sharing some fajitas. 
(this is the GOOD DEAU 

Ultra Fab Dinner ........................................................................ $ 6.95 
Two Ultra Fab Tacos, black beans, a small chips and queso, and a coke. 

Mama's Big Dinner Plate ........................................................... $ 6.95 
One of Mama's own Burritos Verdes, with a small chips and queso, 
and a PEACH SNAPPLE! 

Black Bean Taco Mountain ........................................................ $ 9.95 
Y'all hungry? We'll give you SIX black bean tacos for under ten bucks' 
(They come with cheddar and jack cheeses, pico de gallo, and 
shredded lettuce.l 

Mixed Quesadilla Plate .............................................................. $ 6.95 
wow1 We' ll give you beef AND chicken lncredidillas 
(IN·CRED-1-DEE-YASD, black beans, and a coke. 

CALL 4SJ-ll00 
Delivery Hours: Thursday - Saturday 7pm - 4am Sunday - Wednesday 7pm -1am 
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Al rtjlts resaved. No part of this p.blicati::Jn rray be us00 witt'IJU! parrissm. Singe C4JJ. 
$3 ppd. Back is&JlS still available by mail. ~dine for ~for the wilta- issUl is 
NovaTm 1, 1997. M ~ reservati::Jn deOOlne is NoVE!l'ba" 15th, ad the ad WJ.JY 
dead1i1e is Novanba" 20th. Rate card avaiable by mail or e-rrail. But Cocai1e bves to g3! 
mail at ru reN aOO'ess. Write SFS at: P.O. Box 50338, .Arntil, Texas 78763, e-mai us at 
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Words To Live By 
"A hundred years ago there were relatively few images. People 

living in a more simplified environment encounter very few images, 
and they see those quite clearly. But if you 're absolutely bombarded 
with images from passing trucks, and televisions, and newspapers, 
you become blunted and this makes a permanent haze in front of 
your eyes, you can't see anything." 

- William S. Burroughs 

"Drug laws are a pretext to extend police power, expand police 
personnel, and set up a police state with the aid of a controlled 
press. Drug laws are a pretext to smear anyone who opposes the 
police state. There are many ways in which the press can inconve
nience or incapacitate anyone who gets in the way of the machine." 

- William S. Burroughs 

"There should be more riots and violence, Young people in the 
west have been lied to, sold-out, and betrayed. The best thing 
they can do is take the place apart before they are destroyed in a 
nuclear war. Nuclear war is inevitable if the present controllers 
remain in power." - William S. Burroughs 

"Human beings have possibilities of development, but they aren't 
going to realize them unless they can get rid of the factors and the 
individuals who are suppressing them and deliberately keeping them 
right where they are, not only suppressing them but shoving them 
down further so they are getting stupider and stupider." 

- William S. Burroughs 

"Everyone seems to consider that parents have every right to 
inflict on their children any sort of pernicious nonsense from which 
they themselves suffer, and which was passed on to them in turn by 
their parents, so that the whole human race is crippled in childhood, 
and this is done by the family." - William S. Burroughs 

"Pharmaceutical companies have a vested interest in illness. 
Drugs that strike at the very root of illness are dangerous." 

- William S. Burroughs 

"I have written a great deal under the influence of cannabis; 
many sections of Naked Lunch were so written. I have often 
heard it said that what is written under the influence of drugs 
seems to the writer of great worth at the time, whereas examined 
after the drug wears off it is pretentious nonsense. The same is 
true of any writing. I have frequently written without drugs a 
passage that I thought was marvelous; upon reading it the next 
day, into the wastebasket." - William S. Burroughs 

"You must learn to exist with no religion, no countries, no 
allies. You must learn to see what's in front of you with no precon
ceptions. Research that could be used to free the human spirit is 
being monopolized by paltry intellects in the name of National 
Security. They feed you bullshit, blacks and whites you have been 
sold-out. If you want the world that you could have, be prepared 
to fight for that world in the streets." 

- William S. Burroughs 



Editor's llote: This issue com
pletes the first vol

ume of Salt for Slugs, a little Texas based magazine that 
covers anything deemed Slugworthy by a panel of distin
guished Club Kool grads. After compiling months of 
market research data and spending countless hours 
crunching numbers at Slug Central, we have come to the 
conclusion that lack of funds could be a serious problem. 
Thanks to the local businesses that were smart enough 

to advertise in this issue, we have been able to persevere. Our advertisers just happen to 
be the coolest businesses in town. Coincidence? I think not 

Please excuse the poor quality of some of the photos in this issue. And, if there are 
any more errors contained in this issue that I have overlooked, take into consideration the 
fact that I am working forty hours a week at another job, so time is a bitch. In the weeks pre
ceding the release of this issue, there has been little time for me to do anything besides work 
my day job and put together SFS. Luckily, I was alble to spend a couple of weeks in San Diego 
and LA during the month of July. I want to say thanks to all my fiiends that made my stay 
there a pleasant one. By the way, the albsolute slu~iest thing in Austin is driving through rush
hour traffic on an August afternoon with no NC. 

Vanilla Ice is a trip, and no, although he looks like Rollins now, he still raps like Vanilla. 
It is true that there still is a Vanilla Ice following here in Texas, believe it or not And he did 
break out that tired "Show Me The Money!" line one too many times that night Looking 
back. it hardly seems real. Sure Ice is just out for the bucks. What? Did you think he was 
doing it for the kids? 

I encourage anyone reading this who's interested in writing or taking photos for SFS 
to get in touch with me via mail or however albout issue #2.1, which is already in the works. 

ANYTHING 
ANO L.E.T ME 
GuES.S ... IT MAPE 
ll-IAT SAME. .STIJPIP 
NOJSE--"CRA5HI" 
CRASHES Al-WAY5PO' 
A<;, I> !HAT WEl<E. THE 
ONLY NOISE METAl.
HIT,IN& METAL 

As usual, Greg will be happy as hell to get any music to review. E-mail him at will. Keep in 
mind the deadlines when sending stuff in. SFS is now being distributed by Tower outside of 
Texas thanks to the coolness of a Mr. Doug Biggert. so you non-Texas livin' faggots can get 
one too goddamit Also, Ray is working on midnight distribution techniques on the side, 
so it will be out there. Finally, I want to say thanks to all of the people who have made this 
happen; the writers, the designer, the advertisers, the printers, and of course, SFS readers. 

Although I had to sell the inside back cover, I still want to give props to the local SFS 
outlets for being so kind as to carry the slug. Salt for Slugs retails locally for $1.99 in the 
following cool as shit stores in Austin: 

33 Degrees 
2821 SAN JACINTO 

I 'I Video 
4621 AIRPORT ANO N. l-H35 @ BRAKER LN 

Stashus hlule 
Records 

3701 GUADALUPE 

Sound Exchange 
21ST & GUADALUPE 

Fringe,.;are Books 
2716 GUADALUPE 

Oat Willies 
617W. 29TH 

Toi'>er Records 
2402 GUADALUPE 

Waterloo Records 
GOON. LAMAR 

Antone's Record Store 
2928 GUADALUPE 

ABCD's 
4731 AIRPORT 

Local Flavor 
3058 E. 5TH STREET 

Austin Books 
5002 N. LAMAR 

AND IN HOUSON AT: 

VINYL EDGE 

SOUND EXCHANGE 

.SOMEBODY CALL AN 
A.Hf3.U~NCE... l: JU&T' 
GOT INTO A 6Efl.10US 

MA6 I Ll..ICUTTYl 

Tai Chi. Classical Weapons Training. Group and Private Lessons* *First lesson is free - No obligation 

DON'T MISS GRANDMASTER LILY LAU, LEADER OF THE EAGLE CLAW SYSTEM 
at The 1997 Austin Seminars on November 15 - 16 at 

The Central Texas Kung - Fu Exchange in HEB shopping center. 

2110 New Slaughter Lane. Ste. 165, Austin, Texas 78748 
(512) 292-3127 http://www.tab.com:/ctkfe/ 
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SLUGLIEST HONORABLE 
MENTIONS: 

Slugliest Streets: All of the Ones with Chickens Running 
Loose on Them 

Slugliest Kid in Austin: The Horse-Faced Boy 

Slugliest Bar on Any Given Slugly Night: Ego's 

Slugliest Local Reporter Who Got Fired: Gabe Caggiano 

Slugliest Hour of Local Morning Talk Radio: Dudley, Bob 
and Debra, 9am - 10am 

Slugliest Local Cover Band: King Cheese 

Slugliest Corner Downtown: NW Corner of 5th and Congress 

Slugliest Place to See Punk Rock: The Blue Flamingo 

Slugliest, Slugliest Slug: Raymond Grant (ex-chrystler) 
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vanilla. 1ce's::·,Jh"e·11~DaJ.: 
llUstin Q~YJSll :., .. 

m 0 - -article and photos by Stabler Hsu 

Day One: Wegn~day,junt; 18, @·9~ 
The Show That Goq.JddHave Been 
;vanilla Ice w/ guest, me Great ~fptt·il;@ BoB. Popular, 6th & Trinity 
Night of the Living White Boy, rait:11 ,, ' 

SFS coverage of the three day long ca~- <,\the confines'of Bob Pop~lar, ao~18 andov ..... . . . 'l.: . \ .. . • . ······· • . •t ··..•... · TW · ff' strophe really began to take shape one week 1 ftidubr'flestled 1right in' th'e 0heartt of P!ustin's:l··1J 
prior tot his ill·fated Wednesday night. 1..~t .4; drunken e~i~~nter;; 6th $,trnet. \:·~.Ob's rwen 
was around the time I got the stupid idea to · ·iv gained so'rrie ~otorie~from being the sit " 
cover what could have been one of Austin's tti'~'>infamous Beastiej;~oys unannoohcea ;1J1~ 
greatest spectacles, and boy was I prepared. appearance during this past sxsw. Little di 

·?p?= :J''·h:::: -'''} %%':;=N- T°\ >f/:::. «'i'''<9W>·< I had the entire SFS staff rallying around the we Know iil':'the week preceding this' thre 
idea, a+gpod camera, a good flash, and a day journeydnto fantasy;,;.yhat tonight.woulq,11§ 
good mind to expose the seething underside soon tum into Au~in's w~rst live show.dis ., 

,,,,. :\\= -'~-tr -~wv . 0<J~D: · ,,_~'::· _JG· J~:h~=,,=,,,, of the white rap phenomenon. Could l get 'ter of'97. Tonight:'Vanilla"would perform his 
an interview? I thought to myself, fuck yea ... 
01· washed up Vanilla Ice is gonna break it out 
on a Wednesday night. and it's only five 
bucks?! An interview shouldn't be a prob· "<\ . ~~ 

lem. This was to be a spectacle of immense 
proportions!! It was all to take place within 

+best 11ct yet, he would va.nish into thiQ;@ir. 
Ttie fateful day ar • d. Jee aficl h 

:;:, ,.,,_.\:~- -- •·- ' "::}1}:,... jj~>:;.,, =hfk?-
entoorage·fiad already into to~ theT' 
day before,;.;and ~~.sQ~ ... thip~s we~ .ju 
getting sta~d. The ~i~~ties h~ve d~nit 
taken theirJoll orf the kiqg oe W.hite"rapp , 



many others. This is the same movie where 
Vanilla, known for his motorcycle riding finesse, 
jumps his GSXR over a fence with no ramp, in 
pursuit of a chick, of course. Spectacular? Well 
those days are over. Or are they? 

Although the once star now known simply as 
'Ice· is but a tiny spark .these days, he still gets 
big media hype. Preparing to release his new 
album, he did a radio interview where he pro
fessed his desire to drop the past and move on 
just making music, you know , getting back to his 
roots. The Statesman was to do a piece on his 
arriva l. I spoke to a promoter named Monica 
from Popular Productions and she said that 
Vanilla wouldn't be able to do an interview with 
SFS and not to bring a video camera to the show. 
She said that they were being really careful with 
the press, and so on. I was astonished. He won't 
do an interview with Salt for Slugs?! Is he crazy? 
This was just the kind of thing that could have 
snowballed into another 'Ice· craze. I would do 
anything to help Vanilla Ice back to superstar sta
tus. The people need him more than anything. 

Let me state 
now for the 
record that 

there is nothing 
whiter than a 
room full of 
white people 

trying to 
be black. 

He represents the absurdity of so many things!! 
In spite of it all, I loaded the old Minolta, adjusted 
the f-stop for low-light conditions and headed 
out, along with a host of slug staffers, for the 
nightmare that had already begun. 

As Austin pretty much clears out during the 
summer months, there weren't many people 
out that fateful evening. Besides, it was a 
Wednesday night and there wasn't much going 
on in town, except for at Bob Popular's, of 
course, where a huge mob had assembled out
side. It was around 10:30 when we arrived, and 
people were fighting to get tickets to see the 
'Iceman·. Luckily for us, we had purchased 
advance tickets the night before and were 
allowed to enter. After we all stumbled through 
the masses of people out front of the club, we 
entered the scene of the crime. 'Rapper's 
Delight' blared through the sound system. Sure, 
Texas is a little behind in the times, but this was 
ridiculous. Little did we know that this was just 
the beginning. Let me state now for the record 
that there is nothing whiter than a room full of 
white people trying to be black. This was Vanilla's 
safe haven. He could do no wrong. He could 
have come out on stage and danced for five 
minutes and that would have been enough. The 
crowd was yearning to witness 'Ice· in person. 

We were all perched on a stairway across from 
the minuscule stage as the disco balls spun fierce
ly above our heads and the sea of arms went back 
and forth through the air in sync with the stan
dard hey-ho, hey-ho with a snake charmer dance 
song. We stood in awe. I flashed a couple of pic
tures. The stage was hilarious. There definitely 
wasn't any room for Vanilla and his dancers, and 
they had two turntables sitting on a small buffet 
t.able in the middle of the stage! Two or three 
bouncers walked calmly around the little stage as 
the atmosphere in the club changed from one of 
anticipation to one of anguish. 

At this point, they brought out MC Great 
Scott from Dallas. The DJ introduced him as one 
of the best white rappers in Texas. God help us if 
this is the case. For the next twenty to thirty min
utes we were forced to stand and sweat our asses 
off to some the driest raps I've ever heard. Every 
time the crowd would start getting restless and 
began yelling things at him, Great Scott would 
pipe up and say, 'All right, AUSTIN TEXAS!!' That 
would work for a while, until he was eventually 
forced to cry out, 'Are you all ready for the Ice???' 
The crowd humored him and be~ed out a few 
screams of approval before he exited stage left. 

The DJ continued to spin mostly old, tired 
rap songs and the crowd was eating it up. 

continued on page 8 
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me Great Scott from Dallas tries to start things up. 

Tonight it was going to be Rob Base. Salt and 
Pepa, Sir Mixalot. etc... I met Braille from Long 
Beach who told me about all of the great white 
rappers of today, as the bass vibrated my face, 
and vaporized sweat fogged up all of the glass in 
the room. The bouncers held their ground as 
they retrieved all of the girls that were being spit 
up onto the stage by the crowd which at this 
point was so thick you could hardly move. Some 
girls just passed out in the crowd and were car
ried away. Oh, you frail ladies. When are you 
gonna toughen up for the Ice? 

In between every third song, the DJ would 
start yapping about how Vanilla Ice was going to 
be up any minute. He was hardly believable. The 
night dragged on and the kids waited eagerly 
for their god to grace the stage as the temper
ature in the room skyrocketed and the tension 
mounted. It became so hot and crowded that 
people began screaming for something to hap
pen. The chanting started out with the obliga
tory "WE WANT ICE, WE WANT ICE, WE WANT 
ICE ... !!!", and soon went to "FREE BEER, FREE 
BEER, FREE BEER ... !!!", and then "REFUND, 
REFUND, REFUND ... !!!", and then finally "FUCK 
THIS SHIT, FUCK THIS SHIT, FUCK THIS SHIT. .. !!!" 
At one point the crowd started chanting "FUCK 
BOB, FUCK BOB, FUCK BOB ... !!!" This lasted 
until the DJ made the announcement that there 
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really is no one 
named Bob 
Popular, so 
everyone 
should stop. 
Genius. The 
crowd replied 
with "FUCK 
YOU!!!" Some 
people began 
trying to claw 
their way up to 
the DJ to kick 
his ass. but the 
crowd was just 
too thick. The 
bouncers 
began throw

ing pitchers of water all over the crowd in a des
perate attempt to cool things down, and I don't 
mean just the temperature. 

All of this went on until around 1 :00 am, 
when the DJ finally came clean. It went some
thing like this: 'I have an announcement to 
make. Vanilla Ice is in Seton hos-
pital right now. He will not be 
performing tonight. Everyone 
exit through the back doors and 
you will be issued tickets for 
Friday night. Vanilla Ice will stay 
in town and perform here Friday 
night.· The crowd erupted with 
a variety of screams of displea
sure and hostility. Immediately, 
rumors spread through the 
room that the club had known 
since 11 :00, and had been 
stalling all along. But why? It 
looked for a while that there 
might be a riot inside the club. 
The bouncers were trying to 
keep everything together as 
everyone was funneled out into 
the alley behind the club where 
the cops had already assembled 
themselves in a line. At the end 

of the allev. squad cars and cops on horseback 
blocked the street from the alley. !see gauntletl , 
Awestruck Sixthstreeters watched in drunken 
curiosity as the Vanilla Ice Riots of '97 were con
tained in the alley behind Bob Popular. Well, it 
could have been a riot. Then again, it also could 
have been a rap concert. 

Day Two: Thursday, 
June 19, 1997 
Truths, Lies, Rumors, 
and Vanilla 
Conspiracy Theories 

The rumors about the spectacle had already 
begun to blossom as the sun rose Thursday 
morning. Maybe I had been wrong in assuming 
that Bob Popular would be Vanilla's safe haven. 
The first of many conspiracy theories about his 
disappearance that I heard was that there was a 
pack of around twenty people that were going 



to jump Ice when he came out, and when he 
found out right beforehand, he canceled and 
split. I called Monica back to see if she had any
thing to say about what happened, and to ask 
for an interview. She said that 'nothing like this 
has ever happened before at Bob Popular·, and 
stressing the fact that !t was a sold out show, 
that it was 'etched in stone' that Vanilla would 
perform on Friday night. She said that 'he 
(Vanillal was admitted to St. David's hospital for 
a severe case of food poisoning ·, and that this 
was the reason he did not appear. This, of 
course, contradicts the D.J. 's claim that the 
sickly rapper was in Seton hospital during the 
catastrophe. A simple mistake? You be the 
judge. On this very day, the Statesman was 
preparing to publish an article which stated 
that his name wasn't in the hospital's records 
under his real name or his stage name. Time to 
call Unsolved Mysteries. 

Prior to the scheduled performance, Vanilla 
and his entourage had eaten next door at Wylie's 
Bar and Grill, where it was rumored that they had 
all eaten the same dish. So why didn't everyone 
get sick? Vanilla later claimed that it was the chick
en wings that got him. Jonathan Hieb, manager of 

It must be rough going 

from rap superstar 

status, where taking 

sex pictures with 

Madonna and making 

corny movies about 

nothing are your job, 

to haggling over bad 

chicken wings in public. 

Wylie's has stated for the record that there were a 
total of three orders of buffalo wings given to the 
Ice and his party, and that they were eaten by at 
least four people. Not only did the other three 
people not get sick, but this all happened at 9:00, 
only two hours before Ice was to go on, and a 
mere forty-five minutes before the Ice fell ill. It 
takes about six hours to feel the effects of food 
poisoning, so if he did in fact have it, it wasn't from 
next door. Sure enough, another rumor soon sur
faced that he had really gotten sick from some bad 
Mexican food he had at Poncho's the night before. 
Wylie's has requested a formal apology from Vanilla 
Ice for his comments that he has made about the 
restaurant's wings. Don't hold your breath. 

It must be rough going from rap superstar 
status, where taking sex pictures with 
Madonna and making corny movies about 
nothing are your job, to haggling over bad 
chicken wings in public. Aside from all of the 
food poisoning talk, there was a lot of specu
lation as to why the show had not been called 
off earlier. The management of Wylie's stated 
that they were informed of the alleged food 
poisoning at 10:00 that night. One theory was 
that it had all been planned out so that Bob's 
could rack up some good liquor sales on a usu
ally dead night. One person claimed that the 
owner of Bob's paid Vanilla in cash before the 
show and soon after that. he disappeared, 

never to return. Another theory is that they 
were waiting from 11 :00 to 12:30 or so for the 
police to assemble themselves in the alley 
because they didn't want the scene to spillover 
onto 6th Street. Although this may have been 
the case, it could have been a lot easier on 
everyone if it had been broken up sooner. It 
was all a bunch of bullshit. 

Day Three: Friday, 
June 20, 1997 
Ice Finally Graces 
the Stage 
Vanilla Ice @ Bob Popular, 
6th & Trinity 
Night of the Living White Boy, 
Part II 

By the time Friday arrived, I was beginning to 
lose interest in the whole thing. I couldn't stand 
the thought of wading through a sea of bullshit 
to see Vanilla Ice, even if it was going to be the 
most amusing thing I've witnessed all year. Upon 
realizing that I was already in the sea of shit, I 
quickly remembered the old story about the guy 
who swam halfway across the ocean and decided 
he couldn't make it, so he swam all the way back. 
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I wasn't going to be that guy. I loaded the cam
era once again, and headed out for the spectacle. 

Things sure had changed in the past two 
days. There was hardly anyone out front of Bob 
Popular's when we arrived. Some of Vanilla's 
crew threw a banner up out front, and ticket 
holders were told to enter through the karyoke 
bar next door. Upon entering Bob's through the 
garden out back, we instantly noticed the lack of 
people inside. It seemed like there was about 
haW as many people as before. The atmosphere 
was completely different. Braille wasn't there, 
but his friend Lucky arrived, hoping to get an 
interview that he would never get. The place was 
mellow before the show, and there was to be no 
opening act tonight, thank god. 

The room soon filled up, and after a much 
calmer pre-show lag time came to an end, Vanilla 
Ice's muscle came out on stage and announced 
the king. Vanilla Ice burst onto the stage in a fury, 
be~ing out lyrics alongside his partner, backed by 
a DJ. Sorry, I don't know their names. As expect
ed, from Ice's chameleon-like tendency in the past 
to blatantly change images even faster and more 
often than Rikki Rachtman of MTV fame, he has 
done a complete makeover of his act, removing 
his 'dread', and opting for a more simple 
Southern CalWomia, hip look. The razor marks in 
his eyebrows have now been replaced by the stan
dard eyebrow ring piercings. Sporting tons of ink 
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and wearing a wWe-beater, Vanilla has jumped on 
the pot bandwagon too, an act for which I com
mend him. I bet he hooks up with some unreal 
herbs. His raps are faster and more aggressive 
now, and he has completely abandoned the 
choreographed dance steps. IThis was upsetting 
because underneath all of the disguises, there 
remains only one Vanilla Ice, and to abandon a tal
ent like that is horrible. Maybe the critics really did 
get to him. C'mon lcen 

soon enough, it was 'This is how we do it'. 
Well, no one has ever called Vanilla original. And 
then he called out, 'How many marijuana smok-

ers do we got in da house tonight?' The crowd 
roared, and then, 'Roll 'em up, roll 'em up, roll 
up the hootie-mac .. .' blared throughout the 
room. He said, ·would you like to hit my joint? 
would you like to hit my bong?' !see photol As 

' 'Check this out, I gotta say 
something about Wednesday 

night though. I gotta apologize 
to everybody here. Let me 
tell you what happened ... 
Fuck the newspapers for 

writing all that bullshit, and 
all those radio stations. 

Check this out. I got food 
poisoning from this place 

right next door! Don't eat the 
chicken wings. Fuck that shit! 

Let's get hype! I would 

'' never let you down, never. 
-Vanilla Ice 



soon as the song ended, Ice shut the crowd up 
and made an announcement. (see quotel 

Soon enough the show cranked up again and 
the crowd was loving every minute of it. I gotta 
admit. seeing Vanilla Ice in such a small venue 
was quite entertaining, and at times hilarious. 
He had the crowd going the whole time. 
Unfortunately, it was only a brief time, about a 
haW an hour. One of the highlights of the show 
was when he did the beatbox, an SFS favorite. 
After that, he segued into some sex raps which 
included some Ice classics, such as: • ... she makes 
Vanilla's blood boil, open that hood and let me 
check that oil ... ", and the timeless, 'Let me pull 
up to your bumper, and if your battery is dead, 
I'll pull my cable out and jump ya ... • 

Eventually, he closed with the crowd pleaser, 
'Ice, Ice Baby' which sent the crowd into a fury. 
At one point, there was some crowd surfing 
going on. Vanilla simply held the mic over the 
crowd as they sang along. The scary thing was 

Live Music Nightly 
Always Rockin 
Never A Cover 

that they knew 
all of the lyrics 
verbatim. 

Although it 
definitely wasn't 
worth all of the 
trouble, and I 
know that Vanilla 
Ice has the 
potential to be a 
lot better, I would 
say that it was a 
pretty good 
show. It was a llliillillliiilli.i 
whole lot better than most of the utter shit I 
had to wade through at this past year's sxsw 
festival, and it was only five bucks. vanilla Ice 
is a pure entertainer on stage. The more peo
ple criticize him, the more they reveal what 
makes him worth paying any attention to. It's 
his ability to say fuck it and break out a new 

style every couple of years, regardless of how 
late it is. The fact that he's tardy makes it all 
the more entertaining. Vanilla Ice doesn't give 
a fuck. At least he doesn't mince words. It's all 
about ·makin' money, money, makin' money, 
money, money .. .' Somehow I get the feeling 
that he'll have the last laugh. 

$2 Pints Always 
Drink Specials Nightly 

~6Jr'i;6~·.t 
~ttq.-r.uw 
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SLUGLIEST BEER PARTY OF '97 

Tbe 8 a.m. Drinkers c[ub 
by Jennifer Brandon 

The 8 a.m. orinker.J clu6 u compodeo of j erkd who prefer their liquio to 6e alcoholic. Cheap 6eer u the top 
choice, although a!L formd intoxication are welcome. The cLu6 meetd regularly, 6ut the modt important addem-
6/y OCCU r.1 once a deme.Jter on a Saturoay at the glorioud hour of 8 a.m. Thode who wuh to ouplay their alco
holic prowe"" gather in team-" of f ive, armeo with a pony keg. The competition commenced promptly at 8 a.m. 
ano the mem6er.J of the team who f inu h their keg off f irdt are the champion orinker.J for the deme<1ter. Thu u 
my photo e.Jday of the meeting which occurred on Fe6ruary l dt, 1997. 

Team Reo: The Winners. 
This photo was taken around 9:08 AM. Team Red (red symbol
izes the bloodshed of those who thought that they could drink 
more than us) has just won the contest and everyone is pissed 
that it's over already. I believe the contest was supposed to be 
a bit more social, but Team Red did not interpret it that way. 
We were there to drink and win. We finished our pony keg in 
a new 8 AM Drinkers record of 55 minutes. The other teams 
were so astonished that we won so quickly that thay tried to 
accuse us of cheating. These suspicions arose only because 
Team Red proved to be better drinkers and the other drunks 
couldn't handle it. Someone even pulled the old, "you have to 
throw the empty keg before you really win" clause. I sup
pose they thought their team might actually win before we got 
a chance to throw our empty keg. Yeah right. I think the next 
team finished like twenty minutes later. Team Red only won 
with only four team members too. We fired Lance Kingrey 
from our team midway through the contest. He started social
izing with members of the other teams and was not drinking 
up to champion standards. Lance did not puke once and this 
is an atrocity to true shitbags. He is the only original member 
of Team Red still living in Austin. ( From L to R: Heather 
Mlegend" Jones, Josh "Doggfather" Grubs, Lance "I'm a pussy 
and fronted that I could drink" Kingrey, Dominic "Lone Wolf" 
Orlando, Jennifer "You don't even know" Brandon). 
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Team Reo MVP: Heather "Legeno" Jones. 
Heather was raised in Reno, NV. Between the ages of 3-4, Heather recalls finishing off the 
half empty drinks of her parent's guests at Christmas and New Year's parties. Her alcoholic 
father began serving her whiskey slushies at age four. At 12, Heather was a heavy drinker 
frequenting the bars of Reno. She is the most amazing alcoholic I've ever known. I've seen 
Heather gulp Jack Daniels straight from the bottle with her head tilted back. I've seen 
Heather turn into a lesbian because of alcohol. I watched Heather pee pee next to her bed 
in a drunken stupor when we were on a cruise. I've never seen Heather pass out though. I 
don't think she can. She's a real champ. I guarantee Heather drank half the pony keg. 
She was our secret weapon. We warned the other teams about Heather and they thought 
we were being assholes. After Heather essentially won the contest for us, we went to the 
busstop in front of the old Miami Subs dump. A minivan pulled up suddenly, the side door 
opened, and three Southern tourists began taking pictures of Heather. I snapped a photo 
along with the strangers. It's like a postcard from Hell •.• 



Presioent ano f ounoer of 8 AM Drinkers: Conrao. 
Conrad established the 8 a.m. Drinkers Club to gather people who drink with 

the intention of getting shitfaced drunk. The idea sprung from the actions of 

a friend who used to wake up and start drinking to combat the oncoming 

hangover brought about from the prior evening's binge. Conrad opproached 

Heather after the contest to congratulate her on being MVP and she told him 

to fuck off. She had no idea he was the founder of the 8 a.m. Drinkers Club. 

She later apologized and they became buddies. Heather is my hero. 

He~ Doggf atberf Keep it cool! 
Look at that beer snot coming out of Josh's nose and mouth. Josh was the first 

person to puke and it looked painful. You have to puke to survive the drinking 

contest. There is no way to process that much beer in that short of time. The 

backyard where the contest was held was a puke swamp, puke mudpit, puke, 

puke, puke. I can't remember if anyone slipped and fell, but I hope someone did. 

Oh and you can't even imagine all the pee pee. Heather and I wore skirts and no 

underwear so that we could piss standing up. We did not want anything getting 

in the way of our drinking. 

Don't stano next to me because I'm probabl~ peeing 
This is me, your author. I am dressed as Jackie O. as she was on the fateful 

day that JFK was shot dead. Conceptually, the costume evokes intense feel· 

ings of despair, sorrow, and depression, so I would drink heavily like a new 

widow. I live in Los Angeles and lead a very glamorous, responsible life. 

Essentially, the only reason I am at the drinking contest is to impress my 

fiancee Lone Wolf. Heather is there because I paid for our tickets on the 

company credit card. And I miss going to college in Austin. I miss sitting 

around doing 

nothing. I 

miss being 

fucked up 

with my 

friends on 

cheap beer. 

Also, the 8 

AM Drinkers ' 

Club is one of 

the most 

genius ideas 

I've ever 

known. I 

know that's 

shitty, but 

what do I 

care what 

you think. 

Austin owned 
independent 
bookstore. 

www.lringeware.com 
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Clifford 

In these times of hyena and 
jackals, there need to be more lions. 

This was all I could think as I read the mounds 
of press released by supposedly upstanding newspa

pers and magazines about the recent indictment of 
Clifford Antone. The lowest common dominator has come 

home to roost and it is an ugly cock. The concept of objective journal
ism seems to have escaped the minds of some of our local news jock
eys. When sensationalism becomes the norm, the average must 
become spectacular. Even the most mundane must become world
shattering. No longer does the cub reporter need to just report the 
news. Now, he lusts after the big story, even if he has to invent it. 

To me this news tidbit seemed as if it just might make the back of 
the A section, or even the Metro section. But, somehow it found its way 
into a banner headline story, right smack on the front page, big as 
Texas since it was in Austin, and mainly in the Austin-American 
Statesman. I could see it if the man had been found guilty, or had 
even been caught red handed. In actuality, what had happened was 
a man who was already going to jail started naming names. Among 
them besides Clifford Antone was Richard Esper, who is an honest 
lawyer in El Paso. Not to mention the fact that he was also the former 
lawyer for Bruce Hackman, the man behind the madness. You see, ol' 
Bruce was looking at some hard time, and doing it for the rest of his 
life. That alone should have set off flags in what were supposedly sea
soned journalists' minds that maybe, just maybe, this guy was full of 
shit. Now that would be a story, showing how the criminal rats have 
basically taken the DEA and IRS on a cash-cow fun ride. 

Clifford Antone may not be an angel, but a devil he is not. Here is a 
man who might have single-handedly saved several legendary Blues men 
from dying into obscurity. Here is a man who would give gigs to bands 
who just needed that extra little help when no one else would even listen. 
Here is a man who basically helped begin the fine tradition of placing bars 
on the now famous 6th street. Here is a man who will give you the shirt off 
his back. Oddly enough, here is a man the local press loves to attack. 

There are several schools of thought as to why he would be the tar
get for so much bad attention. The most blaring one, and the one I sub
scribe to, is that he did everything his way. No matter what anybody 
would say or try to do to him, his maverick vision is what he stayed true 
to. He could care less who he made mad, for the Blues meant so much to 
him and he felt justified in meeting the love of his life. Clifford Antone 
has brought the rich Blues tradition to Texas and in his own way, he has 
helped to develop Texas rock. Even the legendary Stevie Ray Vaughn 
was a close and dear friend of his. The man brought American icons to 
this town for sabbaticals in the Blues. He helped put Austin on the inter
national map. 
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SPEAKS 
by Randal Manthei 

This can of worms is just to big. Some people in the local press 
have lost their god damned minds basically. With tunnel vision that 
makes Geraldo look respectable, on marches the horde of mediocre 
journalists. Sure Antone was indicted, sure he did some things in the 
past, sure he has casual ties to other people with histories, but once 
you have paid your debt to society you have a clean slate. This my 
friend is what the whole American justice system is built on. 
Redemption. Something the local press should actually be looking for 
right about now. 



Now here's a brief interview with the man, Clifford Antone. 

SFS: How do you like where you find yourself today? 
CA: I love it. 
SFS: I figured you would, figured you wouldn't have no complaints. 
CA: Complaints, everybody has complaints. Unless you inherit a fortune, outside 
of that everybody has complaints. I got more complaints than anyone. But I just 
love being alive, and I love everyday. I love music, like the set we just heard by 
the Keller Brothers here on Blue Mondays. 
SFS: Those guys are great, can you give a brief description for your love of the 
Blues, or is that even possible? 
CA: Sure it is. Blues is a feeling. You either feel it or you don't. 1 mean, I was 
very young when I heard the Chicago Blues. I was a teenager and it affected me 
immediately, there was no ands, ifs, or buts about it. It just overwhelmed me with 
feeling, and I said this is it, and it's been my life ever since. 
SFS: What were some of things people said when you first opened up a Blues 
club in Austin, at the nadir of the Blues? 
CA: Can we get in for free?(chuckle) 
SFS: Can we get in for free? 
CA: There were a lot of people that really appreciated it, but I found out that it 
wasn't for the masses. I thought they would be lined up for miles to hear Big 
Walter, Jimmy Rodgers, Eddie Taylor, Luther Tucker, and those kind of people. 
thought people would be lined up for miles to see that kind of stu · 
how wrong I was. But it didn't keep me from bringing in 
people that I really really wanted to come, like )ohnn 
Homesick James, Honey Boy Edwards, and the gr 
The guys who played with Howling Wolf, and 
would come see. 
SFS: What was the name of that Louisia 
and had his hair dyed purple? 
CA: That was Guitar Slim. He's not j 
musicians of all time. One the most 
earth. He made one of the bigge 
Earth. Guitar Slim. 
SFS: You were telling me once, 
rioting in the streets of Austin in 
CA: In the late 60s and early 7 
big protests. When they inva 
of people marching in the st 
Library, when Nixon came in, 
occasions, like when they wan 
stadium(Darryl Royal-Memori 
to the trees. 
SFS: There used to be trees in t 
CA: Where the high section is. T 
But you know, that was then. 
SFS: So what did you think when 
indict you again? " 
CA: I really don't want to go into that tQo mµch, it's all 
the lawyers a~d the government to work~ d"ut~iAll I do is,p 
SFS: Do you like the way the press handled it?& ' 
CA: No, I think I should have been treated like .. 
that it's fair to single me out. Why was I singled\~ 
because I am in the music business, or because J'v 
words, if I had just been a burn no one would have car . <·, g 
working hard? That doesn't make much sense. "% 

SFS: 1 thought it was odd that the media blitz arrived right at your gr~· 
ing(of his new club). 
CA: That's just the way it came down. It's just the way it happened, it was not 
real nice. But you just deal with it and go on. The real story should have been 
that the great Jimmy Vaughn was playing. I think that the story should be the one 
of two kids who started Six Street (the major venue street for music in Austin) 
together, when it was completely deserted in 1975. Me and Jimmy Vaughn, and 
the Thunderbirds, and all of the youngsters, Stevie Vaughn. That should have 
been the story. Here, after 22 years, we're opening another club together, and we 
had those 22 years of great Austin music, Texas music, Blues music, and Blues in 
the US and, in fact, the whole world. 1 thought it was very very shallow of the 
press not to cover it. To me, the press has stooped to the level of the National 
Enquirer. The fact that the Enquirer and tabloids like that have made so much 
money has caused newspapers to stoop to their level, instead of taking the higher 
rood. If you have something to report, report it. Don't report hearsay. Let me 
work it out and report the results. 
SFS: What was it like sitting in the crowd watching Albert King and Stevie Ray 
Vaughn play together? 

CA: It was one of those things you never forget. Just seeing Albert King is 
something you never forget. Here's the great man of the situation. Here is 
Albert King, and to have a young friend like Stevie Ray get to play, which was 
his greatest dream in life. To see them together on stage is by far the best I've 
seen Stevie ever play. He was really, really, really Stevie, the Stevie I know. 
SFS: So where do you think the blues is headed now? I know you are really 
into some of the younger kids. 
CA: The hard part about the young kids is that if they are good, the record 
companies are going to try and change them and make them more commer
cial. Therefore, they are not going to get the chance to develop like Stevie 
and Jimmy and Derek, and all the other great young players from the 70s who 
had years of development. But now they just snatch them up like Doyle or 
Charlie Sexton, great kids. They snatch them up and they can't help it eco
nomically you know. They offer them a lot of money to play rock. So they 
don't get a chance to develop. They just get thrown into it, and they that's 
what they got to do That's what they are getting paid to do. It really does hurt 
the Blues and Zydeco, too. 
SFS: Which do you like more, the Chicago or New Orleans Blues? 
CA: Chicago Blues is really my thing, but I love every kind of Blues, Louisiana 
and Texas, too. The Muddy Waters, the Howling Wolf, and magic Sam is so 
dear to me. The closer it is to being state of the art, the more I love it. 
SFS: What is the status of the record company? 

were merged with Discovery, who are part of Warner/Electric. They 
or less been taken over by Sire. I don't know the complete 

ve been talking with the guy who owns Sire, who / 
an with Freddie King, James Brown on King's label, 

ut a lot of great Blues, so he has a special place 
will do , if our deal works, is they will do the 

do the international. 
ope? 

urope. Europeans have always like 
s taken in the musicians and treated 

recognizing things than cornmer-

pe, Japan, and Australia all like 
do. That is something I have 

mething, like European 

were alive today, they would 

ker actually called you looking 

me in 1975, he wasn't getting 
· ·· _ , I told him he could have one any-

. "And when he came I went back and got 
r f9\ Jimmie Reed and John Lee, to come 

alt~'bn harmonica. Those shows were so his
h'll!)ared years before the world realizes what 

urself in five years? I know it is kind of a catch-all 
estion, but I think it applies well here. 

e streets. Right now all I want is my freedom to 
·work with t ese bands and to continue the record company. But it is in 
God's hands. 
SFS: Freedom from what? 
CA: The trouble I'm in. 
SFS: That should blow over as soon as people forget about it. 
CA: You said that, not me. 
SFS: I know I said it.( laugh) 
CA: I say it is in God's hands. That's the highest judge there is. Everyone is 
going to have to face that judge one day. Hopefully I got a clean soul. 
SFS: I think you got karma to burn. 
CA: I don't know about that. I try hard to do right, and as I get older I try 
even harder to do right. I am not perfect by any means. I MAKE A LOT OF 
MISTAKES BECAUSE I AM HUMAN. But that doesn't mean I don't want to be, 
and try hard to be a good person. I just want to be able to continue to do this. 
If the Lord allows me to, I will be doing what I am doing right now. You just 
hope and pray for the best, that i:, all you can do, that is all anyone can do. 
We're just humans. 
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writing the bio for these 

guys. I agreed to it. Writing 

bios are easy and usually 

18 

number 

in West 

ia. He had email at 

went by the address 

"mybaldknob@aol. com". 

Clearly these guys weren't 

only into partying, but 

were perverts as well. I 

had a long chat with Rich 

about what he wanted in 

the bio. We came up with 

this Russ Meyer style 

movie poster idea. The 

front would be some pin

up girl with the title 

"Karma To Burn" then the 

obligatory "starring" etc. 

etc. The back would be the 

when recording the 

record. I asked why they 

had a singer on their 

record since the ep was 

instru-

mental 

"They made us get 

one," he told me. "They 

said we had to have like 

nine tracks with vocals, 

can you believe that?" 

096002 

Sadly, 

could. 

industry is 

filled with slimy control 

freaks who think they 

know what the public 

wants, when they really 

don't. But Karma to Bum's 

"Obviously, alcohol consump~on is as important to Karma To Burn as it is to me" -GEB 



relationship with their 

label started out on a 

rocky note anyway. They 

had people call pretend

ing to be from other bands 

saying that they rocked. 

They did whatever they 

could to get the label's 

attention, even if it meant 

lying. Nobody on either 

As we left the stage 

area, the band was 

infonned that they 

weren't getting paid for 

this day gig or even the 

show tonight. How did it 

feel to play for free? 
Rich took up the chore 

of answering this one: 

"we' re used to it 

because we don't have 

any money anyway" 

side expected it to grow 

into such a monster. 

Eventually, Karma To 

Burn came through 

Chapel Hill ond played at 

the Local 506. I introduced 

myself as 'Tm the guy 

who wrote your bio". 

"Shit, yeah" Rich said 

"we get so many com

ments on that thing" . We 

drank beer and smoked 

some dope. Rich told me 

that as soon as the album 

came out, they canned 

the singer. "We never 

wanted one" he said after 

sipping a beer. Then they 

hit the stage. Half-way 

through their set, I cried 

uncle. Not since the 

Melvins had a band 

crushed me to my knees 

and said to my head, 

"Greg, go to bed". 

Then, not a word was 

heard from them or their label 

Months went by. or 5 block radius. I was 

I told everybody I knew hanging outside by the 

about 'em, taped the three skate ramp waiting for Tony 

instrumental tracks off their Hawk to skate. A stage was 

debut record, and set about set up outside and bands 

to help spread the word were playing. I walked over 

since it appeared the label to check one out and 

wasn't going to do it. noticed the Karma to Bum 

Roadrunner had virtually boys standing by their van. 

cut the band off after this It was about 4pm on 

prank (as they saw it) was Saturday. This turned into 

commissioned. Then I went a twelve hour ordeal of 

to Wilmington for a music 

and alter-sport expo that 

was like a mini version of 

theWarpedtour . 

Wilmington is a sleepy little 

port o' call where most of 

everything is located in a 4 

interviewing, beer drink

ing, dope smoking, and 

rock and roll. As we left the 

stage area, the band was 

informed that they weren't 

getting paid for this day gig 

or even the show tonight. 

Karma to Bum's promo before singer was ousted. 

KARMA TO BURN 
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One of the pizzas eaten an the "pizza tour'' 

How did it feel to play for 

free? Rich took up the chore 

of answering this one: 

"we're used fo it ~ause . 
' we don't have any money · 

anyw~··. So the lot of us 

headed over to the club 

where supposedly a cbse of 

beer and pizza were wait

ing. We got high on the way 

to the club a~d conseC:ruent

ly, lost. I was squeezing my 

head trying to figure out 

what street we were on. 

Like I said before, this town 

isn't TI!AT big. It was then 

that Rich turned to me and 

said "this is how we spend 

most of our days on the 

road, driving around lost 

looking for clubs." Then he 

lapsed into a story about 

getting stoned with the folks 

from High Times@ SXSW. 
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They were so high that they 

got lost IN the parking 

garage. After ... I stopped 
. <·' ,:: 

laughing (orily to point to 

the street we had to tum on) 

I eonfessed to similar antics 

· while in high school. When 
,!:> 

'we got to the club there was 

no food or beer. What a sur-

!•prise. Shit like thiS happens 
>'.· ,,. "''~ 

· all the fucking time. So we 

parked the van and head

ed over to a pizza joint. It 

was here that Will (guitarist) 

confessed that this was the 

official food of the tour. 

"Yeah, this is the pizza tour " 

he told me with a smile and 

a string of cheese hanging 

off his lip "and last tour was 

the chicken tour." 

Roughly two hours 

have passed. It's 6pm and 

they aren't going on until 

lam. Rich came up with a 

hairbrain scheme to go to 

another club and claim 

that they were Dogma, a 

Bush-wanna be band, and 

steal their beer. Rich usual

ly is the guy that comes up 

with such shit. So we wait, 

and wait, and they smoke 

cigarettes and we talk. The 

only cover they do is ZZ 

Top's "La Grange". They 

told me that if I knew the 

words I could come up and 

shit it with them. But I was 

too stoned at the time to 

commit to it. I knew I'd be 

hella drunk by lam and 

that it'd be best to avoid 

such shenanigans. They 

tell me stories of being in 

Europe and playing to like 

80,000 people with the likes 

of Marilyn Manson and 

Helmet. Apparently, in the 

dressing rooms over there, 

bands write messages to 

each other on the walls. 

"Yeah, I wrote one to Ice T" 

said Rich. They've also left 

a message in the bath

room of the Local 506 in 

Chapel Hill that reads: IF 

YOU NEED VOCALS TO 

ROCK, THAN YOU SUCK 

Rich with photo of Randy Rhodes that he carries in his wallet. 



Rich (bass) wearing Randy Rhodes T·shirt. 

COCK ... KARMA TO 

BURN. I can only imagine 

what he wrote to Ice T. 

They tell me stories of how 

they would give their free 

beer cups (that they got 

from Roadrunner) to the 

bus drivers so that they'd 

drink the corporate rock's 

beer. Indeed, these gentle

men are hell-bent on 

opening the eyes of those 

who think the music indus

try is just kiddy games. 

Finally, the beer started 

flowing, when the first 

band, Pinball Sex Machine 

took the stage. At this point 

I'd have to say it was like 

9pm. Eventually, the club 

gets packed, Tony Hawk 

shows up, and I run into a 

long lost girlfriend of one of 

the staff members here at 

Salt For Slugs. Suddenly, a 

pit breaks out, much to my 

surprise. I got knocked 

down from behind and 

severely jammed my ring 

finger. The club owner was 

so tickled pink by their per

formance that he gave 

them like a case of beer. 

Somewhere around the 

2am mark, we piled into our 

cars/vans and headed off to 

Wrightsville Beach where 

some unsuspecting chump 

had offered us a place to 

stay. Rich invited a group 

from the band's home town 

only because he thought 

they had cocaine. Well, we 

all suspected it because they 

were unusually sober for this 

time of the morn'. After we 

landed at the homestead 

that we would be sleeping at 

for the night, Rich barked 

out, "Anybody got any 

drugs?" A rather large bag 

of mushrooms is procured. 

Needless to say, the G 

, 
Boy was let out of the closet 

and I ran around on the 

beach, screaming and gig

gling. I ran back to the house 

and demanded that the 

Karma boys get off their 

asses and come outside. 

Various mushroom conver

sations were held, all 

amounting to a hill of beans 

(but you should have seen 

those blue trashcans danc

ing the hula). 

I woke up (though I 

thought I'd never get to 

sleep) at 10:30 am after 

slipping into sleep some 

time around 8 am. I got 

in my car and drove the 

two hours home. And so 

goes another story to 

add to the legend of 

Karma To Burn. 



8. 7.97 
Untitled, Unedited, Unleashed-Jamie Ward 

My favorite scene in 'The People vs. Larry Fl int": Young Flint sits in con
tempt of the court; he.is refusing to reveal information that the court is trying 
to retrieve from his perverted memory banks. As he leans forward to the 
microphone to tell the judge to stick it, his blazer opens up exposing the slo-
gan FUCK THIS COURT silk-scr " · ross his millionaire chest. Fuck this 
court. Fuck this court. Fuck thi going through my head right now. 
The gargoyle who took my paper and assigned me my little number on 
the docket call has just opened her mouth. From around her caveman teeth , 
her halitosis, and her fingernail-on-the-chalkboard voice, comes the demand 
that the couple behind me stop talking now! This is a court you know. Forget 
the fact that the couple was trying,to figure out if they cou ld afford to take the 
judge up on her offer of a deferred payment'. "Honey, can we pay that and still 
make rent?" Rowww ... the'gargoyle gro;ls.~ Fuck this court. I have walked 

. into my anger, my dissatisfaction. This is the place I speak of when the rebel 
inside consumes me. F ' ring up red stage lights slow-
ly, revealing ... "The Co 't Tour '97!!!" Applause. 

This is not Judge J . . Watch as she sharpens 
her gavel and sucks t e.femur bone of a Mexican 
migrant worker. To , er !eyes blink like a reptile's. 
Every now and then moist. If she gets mad 
enough at you, she 'w of highly acidic saliva. 
But you'd be luck executioner, Marshall 
Stalicyznek, the g should have killed 
at birth. The mu stalagmite fangs 
sinew yell the kind of yel-
low yo . could be carved 
fro Lt creature-killer of 

ull of hot blood with 
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1 e 
I s it real~ too much to 

ask to turn on my 1V 

and see my favorite 

pop/ rock/ alternative 

artist gyrating in front of a 

sweaty ecstatic crowd; 

spotlights illuminating the by Michelle Mirsky 
waving cigarette lighters 

as the performers lip-synch earnestly to their hit music? Even a variation on the 

same time honored scene where said artist stages an elaborate dance routine 

in the street wh ile lip synching earnestly to their hit music would suit me fine. 

Why is it that now, whenever I pouse because I hear a favorite ditty pulsing 

from my stereo surround sound state of the art television, it is more often than not 

accomponied by a sure~ pretentious, often ridiculous mini.film that screams vo~ 
umes about the director's desperation to opp~ his vision to a major studio fund

ed feature length motion picture? Forget the days of "video killed the radio 

star". We've moved on. Hol~ood is slow~ but sure~ killing the video star. 

I'm defining th is "death" of the video star as the point when the song 

and the artist performing the song became far less important than the visionary 

behind the video interpretation. I put the beginning of the end at that fateful 

moment w hen Michael Jackson and John Landis got together to create 

"Thriller! ", the 1982 musical horror, freak show starring the gloved one, a 

bunch of zombies, and the voice of Vincent Price (talk about your bloated 

Hol~ood produdions). To give credit where credit is due, 'Thriller" was 

way ahead of its time. W e a ll loved it. End of story. There was no rash of 
copycat mini-movies. The collaboration w as held up as unique. Until Jocko 

become on irretrievable freak, it was, without question, cool to love 'Thriller." 

But, although Michael was still an important port of the show, and the video 

was designed around the ~rics of the song, the idea that a video needed pro

fessional, name brand d irection was a novel one that stuck. 

But though the seed was planted , the really freaky shit didn't happen 

until much later. The fi lm to video incestuous exchange reached critical 

moss when David Fincher got his big break with Alien (cubed) . The famed 

transition from his 'Janie's got a gun" (Aerosmith) to the continuation of a 

revered trilogy begun by the likes of Ridley Scott was masterful , without a 

doubt. Among the video lensing set, the story has taken on the propor

tions of an urban myth, like that Richard Gere gerbil story. A video d irector 

goes on to helm a ma jor motion picture and money and prose are thrown 

at him like w ater ! Almost as if in effigy, many a young film school grad 

runs off with his reel to L.A., eager to hook himself up w ith a video produc

tion house so he can make his big break into the Hollywood system. The 

almighty Fincher had made the leap and every other hack, talented or oth

erwise, was convinced that their way in w as to strut their film school fed 

auteuristic delusions for the four minute duration of the next Spacehog 

video . Puh-lease. The amusing twist: Fincher's film w as panned and he's 

since returned to directing videos, most recently taking a rad ical departure 
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from his visually inflated production values to helm the prodigal Dylan's 

Wallflowers "6th avenue heartache." My question is: Who ever told these 

aspiring Scorceses that the video viewing public had any desire to be 

beaten over the head with their signature styles? The lines between cine

ma and MTV are becoming surreally blurred, as more video directors are 

given features to play with, and more feature directors, actors, cinematog

raphers, ect. are working on videos for big bucks. The slick hosed down 

look of music videos is finding its way into more and more big Hollywood 

pictures, and the influence of classic cinema is all over MTV, just begging 

lo be released in theaters across the nations. In the newest effort by Faith 

No More, everyone's favorite Single White Female, Jennifer Jason Leigh, 

makes an appearance as Kim Novak in a strange four minute version of 
Alfred Hitchcock's "Vertigo", as directed by Joseph Kahn . I must stress that 

I was alarmed when I saw the video. My first reaction was lo launch into 

a panic thinking nothing was sacred and blah, blah, blah, but upon more 

careful reflection, I wondered what was next for the obviously ambitious 

director. I shudder to think. 

A few of the young upstarts truly deserve to be singled out for their 

efforts to make video a valid art form in itself. These plucky directors 
have taken the time to work with the musicians to come up with con

cepts which simultaneously stretch the boundaries of the music video 

medium and separate it from cinema. Among the innovators, I must 

include Spike Jonze, Jake Scott and Mark Romanek. Spike Jonze has 

got he biggest cult following of virtually any video director. If the artists 

he works for weren 't so well known, he'd be in danger of overshadow

ing them at times . In his ultra-hip videos for acts which run the gamut 

from the Beostie Boys and Beck lo Weezer, R.E.M. and the Pharcyde, 

Spike is implicitly conscious of the medium through which his art will be 

viewed-television. Although his style is fairly recognizable, it is more for 

its lock of structure and its tongue in cheek homage than for any sort of 

enforced consistency. He kinda makes you feel happy. You feel in on 

the joke. Mark Romanek is the complete opposite . He is a master of 

high concept video art. His work for Nine Inch Nails reads more like a 

complex picture book or an elaborately layered collage than any ordi

nary film . He also builds on the available resources of TV to create 

claustrophobia and the illusion of activity inside a finite box. His stuff is 

definitely not as overtly fun , but he is clearly talented at creating lush 

pictures to compliment the music of the moment. If he has aspirations 

toward a bigger screen, they ore not evident in his videos. Trent Reznor 

is the star, not Mork Romanek. Jake Scott foils somewhere in between 

Jonze and Romanek, definitely at home as a video director. But the son 

of Tony (Top Gun, True Romance) and nephew of Ripley (duh!) hos 

some serious lineage to back up any foray into big budget film . As of 

now, he's working hard for Spocehog an a host of others, toiling on the 
small screen. His style is eclectic, often silly, very mutable to the musi

cian he's working for. If he decides to stay with music video, he'll hove 

a nice, cushy, long career. Bet on it. 

The rules ore changing, if there ever were rules to begin with . 

Most of the acts on MTV today are so abominably bod that their elabo

rate videos ore the only thing that saves them. When the name of the 

director started appearing at the bottom of the screen with the title and 

artist , how many of you started checking out who directed the video 

before you watched it? I'm guilty. Beyond that, how many of you 

watched the video for the direction even though the song was excruciat

ing? Me too. Just keep in mind that what you're watching, for the most 

port, is an elaborate audition for the glamorous world of real film. Look 

for the director of the last All For One video in a multiplex near you. 
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! In Honoro 
By Jamie Ward 

• • • • • 
It's 100 degrees outside (in the shade), my shirt is plastered to my skin, I've 

got deadline to beat in three days and I feel like a king. Why is it all so great? 
Because I love the feeling of freedom from physical oppression (not too many 
Americans who pass for Anglo know oppression), but freedom from a stifling 
mental affliction caused by my willingness to go along with this country's pro
gram. That's a key word, PROGRAM. Babylon is programming you, and you 
might not fully realize it. Pop culture is Babylon's secret weapon. Homogeny 
and assimilation are the methods of the wicked. Wait... This is becoming a 
diatribe. Jah knows I don't mean to preach. But, in honor of the death of 
brother Fela Ransome Kuti, I say break your shackles and fight against oppres
sion. Fight against that which tries to contain you. Fight the ghetto of your 
mind. Do not let the vampire's tactics dictate your destiny. 

I know I probably sound like some kid who just got hipped to something and 
has to spread the word out to "enlighten" everyone around (like when you 
become a label reading, straight-edge vegetarian), but that's not the case. As 
a young punkling, dealing with my budding hormones and ideologies during the 

• dark ages of Reaganomics, I figured a lot of this out with the help of a lot of 
influential music, and even more angst. But, it is a sad fact that almost a 
decade later I'm having to wake myself a second time. I just hope that I'm not 
telling some of you something that you already know ... 

Rockers (1978?) Directed by Dennis Brown (I think), starring: Leroy 
"Horsemouth" Wilson, Gregory Issacs, (other dreads). I have no clue how you 
are going to find this movie, because as far as I know it's out of print. The 
copy I have was a gift and looks like an eighth generation dub, so I don't 
know a whole lot about it. A slice of life in the Shantytowns of Kingston, 

• Jamaica. Leroy "Horsemouth" is a rocker. Rasta only wants to hear rockers 
music y'know? Roots rock. Rasta rock. Seen? Horsemouth is also the hard
est drummer on the island, mashing it up with Jacob Miller and the Inner 
Circle (back before COPS ruined their integrity). When he's not doing that, 
he's riding around the island on his motorcycle, "The Lion of Judah", so 

• named because of a painting on the gastank. Although he's a sufferer, he's 
relatively happy. Until the wicked try to destroy his cypher by stealing "The 
Lion of Judah". I don't like to ruin endings for folks, but I don't know whether 
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I channel that you always watch on Sunday because they have 
shows featuring porn stars like Jenna Jameson in "S~x on the 
Riviera". Don't deny it chumly.), and the host followed her 

• around L.A. for an afternoon. She's such an actor, a total ham. 

you 'll find this or not. So, Horsemouth goes around to look 
for his bike and finds out that a vampire hotel owner has 
had it stolen and stored in ·a warehouse next to the belong
ings of countless other sufferers. But Leroy, him gwan 
mash down dem wicked. He rounds up a small army of his 
brethren and some vehicles. They drive to the vampire's 
home and then to his accomplice 's and rob them blind. 
They then drive to the warehouse and "steal" back all of 
their goods, including The Lion of Judah (which, yep, is very 
symbolic). And the last step in Horsemouth's plan? The 
next morning in Trenchtown, it's like Christmas. Food, 
clothing, and appliances lie in front of the homes of the suf
ferers. Very reminiscent of the story of "Copper", a 
Trenchtown gangster from the JLP who used to rob from 
the flour mills and then distribute the booty to the sufferers. 

She's the reason I can't stand actors. They're such high mainte-

1 nance attention freaks. Ah, the whole world's my stage ... Yeah, 
yeah, kiss my ass. Anywho, my point is - This movie is a broken 
septic tank and Anne is the queen sitting on top of it. • On a lighter note ... 

I Next issue will be my tribute to Russ Meyer (a genius no mat
ter what anyone says) who has just semi-recently made most of 

SUGGESTION #346. I 2A FOR HOLLYWOOD 
(BY JAMIE): NO ONE is allowed to make a movie about 
the Mafia, EXCEPT Italian Americans, namely Scorsese 
and Coppola. Why? Because of this next film ... 

• his repertoire available on video. This will probably sound hokey, 
but if you have any comments, suggestions, hate mail or what 
not, please send it to me, care of Salt for Slugs. Please no dead 
animals and use my code name: El Tortuga Grande. So, this is it, 
I'll close this with a list of 5 more kung fu films you'll want to look 
for. And remember: Respect yourself and surround yourself with 
what you respect... 

In the line of Duty 4 Director, Yuen Woo Ping. Starring: 
Donnie Brasco (1997) Directed by Mike Newell, starring: 
Johnny Depp, Al Pacino, Michael Madsen. I know that those of 

Donnie Yen, Cynthia Khan. 

• Tiger Cage 2 Same cast and crew as above. 
you who read this column regularly (I 'm imagining that there are 
one or two, just humor me) expect to read about obscure films, 
counter-culture film, or whatever you want to call them. But, I'm 
such a sucker for Mafia movies. I'm telling you, I've seen every 
one. Try me. I'll drop some references that you'll have no clue 
about. It's one thing in life that I'm really good at. Therefore, this I 

I 
Project A Director, Jackie Chan. Starring: Jackie Chan, 
Yuen Bino. 

Once Upon a Time in China Director, Tsui Hark. Starring: Jet 
Li, Rosamund Kwan. • 

was a most obvious choice. Mr. Newell, I've got a suggestion. ' 

• 
No more Mafia movies for you, jag-off! Or wait, even better, 
make a nice little film about a director who gets offered a 
promising script about Mob life, realizes that he's not qualified to 
make movies about Italian Americans and passes it over to 
Martin Scorsese. Kapiche? This fucking guy ... It's so sad 
because this could have been good. As it stands, it's really bor- • ing, which a true account of how an undercover agent infiltrated 
the Mafia and rose up in the ranks should not be. Little danger I 
element, very little character study, god-awful sense oftime, out
rageously comic portrayals of Italian New Yorkers ... The list is 
endless. This movie was such a fuckin' joke to me. Especially • the scene where Depp is explaining the many meanings of the 
phrase, "Forget about it" to a fellow agent (Pig Vomit from I 
"Private Parts", I'm telling y'all - I know all this useless crap. I'll 
probably end up like Leonard Maltin). And yes, Michael Madsen 
plays the timebomb psychopath yet again. Yawn. And what's • 
with Anne Heche (who plays Depp's wife)? One, her role in the 
movie sucks. The only time we ever see her, she's either a) 
cursing Depp's existence, orb) having a breakdown. I don't I 

• know, her role in the story is definitely second fiddle to Depp's 
(sorry, it's true). But she seems like such a weak addition to this 
story. It also could have something to do with the fact that I I 
can't stand Anne Heche. I saw this segment on E! (that cable 

Porn Porn & Hot Hot Starring: Alan Tam, Lam Ching Ying. 
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Daft Punk-Homenork 
Virgin Records 

Electronica seems to be the flavor-of-the-month at the present 
time in the music industry. So the labels have been scouring 
Europe for techno freaks and deejays. Enter Daft Punk. They give 
props to Ween, Sun Ra, 13th Floor Elevators, and Quincy Jones. 
So obviously they have a working knowledge of what makes music 
tick (and a decent library of records). The latter mandatory forthe 
DJ crowd. The indie music press loves 'em, that got a video by 
Spike Jonze, and can be classified as 'hip'. But I don't go for this 
stuff. Atari Teenage Riot is much more 'bombastic' and interesting 
than this slop. Consider Daft Punk to be the Green Day of electron
ica: there's plenty of folks out there doing a much better job but 
getting considerably less respect. The embroidered silk jacket 
record cover says it all. (greg e boy) 

stigmata-Hymns For An Unknown God 
Too Damn Hype Records 

Bauhaus had a really cool song called 'Stigmata Martyr' and I 
think even Ministry had a song called 'Stigmata'. This here record 
is more Ministry than Bauhaus and treads that Korn path of chun
ka-chunka industrial hardcore. Guest vocals on 'Burning Human' 
by one-time Cro-Mag and psycho skinhead Harley Flanagan and 
(not by coincidence) quotes Hare Krishna wordage. As it turns out 
Harley produced the damn record. If comparison are what you're 
looking for than I'll say Fear Factory. It's gritty and ugly as 
deserves to be played very loud. But you expect that from the Big 
Apple now don't you. (greg e boy) 

smut Peddlers-Failure 
Ransom Records 

'Get off the phone!!! I need the phone!!! Get off the goddamn 
telephone! 1 !'This CD came out over a year ago, but I'm reviewing 
it anyway. If these guys lived in Austin, they would probably play 
The Blue Flamingo every week to crowds of drunk punk youths. 
Hopefully they'll stay together long enough to form a sound that's 
more of their own, because when they do the punk world better 
lookout. Hailing from Redondo Beach, Smut Peddlers deliver a 
solid CD chock full of Southern California influenced punk rock 
that will shake you into a drunken frenzy if you're not careful. The 
songs are fast and tight and full of crazy lyrics which sometimes 
border on hilarious. The second track on the album, 'Fuck You, 
That's Why', is the hit single that makes me wanna go to my 
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home town and beat up my elementary school principle. Still, like 
many other bands of late, Smut Peddlers have taken from a num
ber of different punkers from yesterday. They have often been 
compared to Suicidal Tendencies, mostly due to some vocal tracks 
being very reminiscent of a young Mike Muir before the weight 
training. Sure, they have plenty of other influences as well, but 
who cares? Overall, this band is saying, 'Fuck you.' (stabler) 

sqalrtgun-Anotber sunny Afternoon 
Lookout! Records 

Lookout! brought the world The Queers, Mr. T Experience, Green 
Day, and Operation Ivy. Having said that, Squirtgun offer more of 
the same: power pop punk with plenty of 'oohhss' ,'aaahhhs', 
and 'whoa-oohs' backing vocals tossed out with Ramones-y 
chordage. Despite how highly unoriginal this stuff is, I always 
seem to find a place in my heart for it. Cotton candy punk for 
long drivei; and chicks with pink hair and nose rings. They 
earned bonus points for a cut dedicated to my favorite legal 
high- 'Coffee'. (greg e boy) 

ObllllanHlne SOngs With Mr. Qulntron 
Crypt 

The second cut of this record, lead Oblivian Eric recites in his 
best Jerry Lee falsetto 'you got to live the life/you sing about 
in your songs'. As with his case it couldn't be more true. he 
spent some time in jail for vehicular manslaughter or something 
to the affect of 'doing great bodily damage to someone else 
while driving drunk'. Consequently, their sound has taken a bit 
of a turn. The sheer noise and drunken debauchery is water 
down to a funky Buttholes freakblues jam. Mr. Quintron is some 
quirky old guy who plays the organ and indeed does add some 
character to band already full of characters.I don't write these 
record reviews for nothing. If there's one thing you should get 
out of these words, it's that this band is brilliant, extremely 
underrated, and not afraid to stray from the garage punk formu
la. Don't get me wrong, its still there, still very much Crypt 
style, just that the volume is a little lower, the brashness a lit
tle less brash. (greg e boy) 

PW LOng's ReelfOot-We Didn't see You on Sunday 
Touch & Go 

Every once in awhile, a record comes along that bites you on yer ass 
and changes the course of your life. f"W Long's last outfit Mule (punk 
rock stomp Detroit rawk blues) did just that it set my writing career 
in motion. 'Wrung' a four song ep, was the first record review that I 
wrote that got printed in a legit mag. The follow-up to that ep was 
the full length' er 'If I Don't Six' -a fucking masterpiece of Skynard
cum-ZZ Top rock & roll with just a splash of Neil Young ivory key tap
ping. The year was 1994. Unfortunately, somewhere's along the 
road, Mule's back half fell off and left f"W standing all alone. PWs 
back. He gathered some friends around the firepit, down a jug of 
moonshine, and let loose with his git-tar. The albums opens with the 
acoustic bastard blues of 'My Name', gets followed by another 
acoustic ditty· Aw Bruiser' where he croons 'some days ain't so 
bad/and somedays I wonder when I'll even/see you sweet face 
again'. On track three 'I'll Be Your Angel' f"W final~ meets up with 
some backing musicians and tangles with domestic violence in one 
fine power ballad. By the time you hit the fourth track, The ZZ Top 
licks are in full effect and the lyrics state 'I'll get a job first thing in 
the morning'. tt shedding tears from deep seeded memories of past 
lovers, childhood nightmares, or unemployed alcoholic binges are 
what you are looking for it a record-look no further than 'We Didn't 
See You On Sunday'. Again Mr. Long has altered the course of my 
life. If you let him in, chances are he'll alter yours. (greg e boy) 

JennyanPJnd-Rerelator 
Elektra 

A three piece Chapel Hill band formed around the Brothers Holland 
(Mark and Michael). Their major label debut that finds them sound
ing like just about anykind of band in town. Well, not so much any
more but there was day when the likes of slacker-mouthed guitar 
rock was the shit. Can't get over how much they sound like the 
Archers of Loaf. If you never heard early Polvo or The Archers, this 
borderline lo-fi rock band will put sugar in your tea. Think Pavement, 
Sebadoh, et al. There's plenty of catchy songs on this disc which I 
recommend listening to on a rainy Sunday morn' with yer local 
paper's Sunday edition putting ink on your fingers. Or maybe right 
before you nod off to sleep from too many bong hits. (greg e boy) 

Guided By Voices-Mag Eanrhlg LP 
Matador 

I have to admit that I thought GBV was pretty much dead. Most 
all of the original line up is gone, and replaced by members of 
Cobra Verde. Add this to a string of basicly good but lack-luster 
albums since 1995's Alien Lanes, and it is easy to see why I was 
apprehensive. But take it straight from the Jackass's mouth, I was 
wrong. This record FUCKING ROCKSI 
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All the great hooks and the four track songs that originally got me 
into the band are still there courtesy of Bob Pollard. like "The 
finest joke is upon us" and "The colDssus crawls west ". Add to 
this the rockers. such as "I am a tree" and "Bulldog skin" that 
recall the heyday of classic arena rock. with raw guitar runs and 
rock-steady bass lines. 

This is good, visceral music that draws on a lot of sources. 
It's got hooks like the Beatles. guitar strut like a glam band such 
as Sweet or T-Rex. and an arena feel The Who . This added to the 
personal fictions of Pollard's lyrics and writing make for a great 
album that is anything but derivative. Congratulations to Matador 
for their recent shift to heavy-weight vinyl. 

-Truman Capote ldebutante. dandy, scenester. humanoid-at-large) 

squarepusher-Hard Normal Daddy Double LP 
Warp 

The latest in the postrock vein of Tortoise et al .. this record 
draws from jau fusion and techno/electronica. While these 
might not be lofty ideals. you can't deny the craft of the finished 
product. This music. like that of Third Eye Foundation. uses the 
amazing precision snarework of Jungle. yet isn't dance music. 
It's way too fast to dance to (the single for "vie acid" was 
released slowed down for the OJ) so the listener gets the sounds 
as abstract forms rather than stimuli to move to. It uses jazz 
arangements like fusion (or "office jau" as the worst of it was) 
but in a new and exciting way. I don't like techno and I hate 
fusion. but this is really good. Every trick and technique of pro
duction wizardry has been used to create music unorthodox in 
form and content. and mind-boggling in complexity. It's a really 
long record but it never repeats itself. 
- Quentin Crisp (cockboy to the Secretary of Humanoid Affairs) 

SaHircular Breather 1' 
Little Deputy Records 

This four song record by Austin's own Sap is one of the better 
things I've heard locally in a while. This loud math rock trio was 
tearing it up at Ema's recently when I picked up this 7'. If they stay 
together, I highly recommend seeing them live. However, the few 
Sap recordings I've heard have been a pleasure to my ears as well. 
The first side of this one. labeled as 'Plan A' starts it off on a hard 
as hell note with 'fence post', and then only gets harder with 
'supine', a mesmerizing delight. 'Plan B' gets off to a slower start 
before it rages. In between songs, someone screams 'tequila I' 
The singer seems especially angry on this last track. Excellent 
drummiQg, intricate guitar lines and loud sounds make Sap rock. 
Buy this one. (stabler) 

Phoenil 11Ulderstone--llde Of 11le Lawless 
Scratchie Records 

The name sounds like a pro team of some sort I can just hear the 
announcer. 'And now. the starting line-up for the Phoenix 
Thunderstooooonnnnneeeesssl 1 ! ! ·.Well. sadly they aren't a soccer 
team or hockey team but rather a dirty bar rock band. They must be 
cool because Scratchie Records trusty leader is D'arcy from the 
Smashing Pumpkins (and her husband as well). There's your indie cred 
voucher. There are kinda slow and droney. A less out of control 
Flipper? Naw, I just can't put my finger on it But one thing's for sure
Phoenix Thunderstone is destine for the Used CD bin. (greg e boy) 

Plpe-Slowboy 
Merge Records 

Every time I listen to this CD. I find another great song that I had 
overlooked at first. You really have to listen to Pipe more than a 
few times to really appreciate them. Song after song of hard dri
ving punk that embeds itself comfortably into your psyche. Upon 
hitting the fourth track, 'Dead Level', you will begin to really feel 
the strength of Pipe. Track eight on this one, 'the Beard' is my 
absolute favorite, 'You are the next big nothing, I can see it in 
your eyes .. .' Hence, we have Pipe at their finest. The entire disc 
flows along just fine as you will find yourself rising out of your 
seat in celebration of this punk release. Great music to listen to 
while at work as well. I think this may be my favorite Pipe album 
yet I suggest playing this one really loud at a house party. For 
some reason, it would all make so much sense. (stabler) 

LUO-Sparkling Rope 
(insert label name here) 

Lud is a anomaly here in Chapel Hill: they pretty much embody the 
guitar rock credo that made this town famous yet have gotten no 
record deals, fat cash advances, or media stardom. It's a shame. This 
record is great. The dual guitar combo of Kirk Ross and Bryan Settle 
prove to be more on the subtle side of rock ala The 
Minutemen/flREHOSE than say the dueling gits of Judas Priest or 
Maiden. trouble usually comes to those who try to put two guitarist 
well adapted at the art of noodling in the same room. Any body who 
has ever tried to start a band or jammed with the double guitar for
mula has witnessed the fiasco. Someone's got to be louder, some
one's got to be the 'lead', and sudden~ the ego trip implodes and 
shit hits the fan. This is not the case with Lud, where Bryan and Kirk 
carefully step around. over, and under each other in a blissful world 
of pop music. It's noisy yet gentle, sweet yet dirty, beautiful yet ugly: 
it's the best damn record you may never hear. (grB!J e boy) 

5 mlle pllot/a minor forest spilt r 
Chrysanthemum Productions 
hauhjai@sfu.edu 

at 
~:. 

San Diego's pride and joy, 3 Mile Pilot has been dropped from 
Geffen and continues to get their sound out through a variety of 
seven inch releases. This one, a split with the phenomenal A 
Minor Forest is short one. but a sweet one. 3 Mile Pilot takes a 
pleasant break from their 'pianosongs' (thank god) with their con
tribution to this fine split. Really, this band is unreal. They have a 
distinct sound that incorporates a variety of wind and string instru
ments into a tasteful. yet not overboard. uncanny sound of their 
own. The singer is an unbelievable poet and songwriter who will 
one day be a legend. The song 'The Approach' is standard 3MP 
material that will please anyone with a taste for heavy emotional 
rock with building tempos and crashing climaxes. The flipside, 
'No One Likes An Old Baby' is my favorite on this one though. A 
Minor Forest calmly catches a groove right away and the song 
flows along very nicely. Quite different from the harder stuff that 
I've heard them play really well also. I like this record. (stabler) 

three zine reviews from three different places: 
nor, i ($1) 
po box 2505, Hollywood, CA 90078-2505 
[issue #1 - mid '97) 

This little photo copied gem is a good toilet read that opens 
up with some "News of the Weird" type news clippings that 
will most assuredly amuse even the most jaded fanzine read
er. After citing some statistics about random things like how 
many times an average person blows their nose. the zine 
moves on to cover things like having your wisdom teeth 
removed, first time ecstasy experiences, and a story about 
some kid who got his comic book collection ripped off and 
was too pussy to do anything about it. There is a really good 
article about how to scam free postage which was actually 
stolen from Necro News Zine, but spelling the word federal 
as FEDRAL over and over kinda put me off. I like the center
fold, which is a bunch of drawings of coffee cups and a 
candle done by the editor. I put it on my wall. I'd stick more 
with the drawings on #2. Good first issue. (ms) 

Out of Order ISi I 
20343 Prince Creek, Katy, TX 77450 [issue #12) 

On the back of this zine it says, '~he beauty is on the inside". 
However, I couldn~ read the first two pages which are filled 
with type because the copy is so terrible. The girl who puts out 
this zine has a mother with MS whom she has evidently taken 
care of for quite a while. The next live pages are her telling the 
story. The rest is more girl oriented stuff like stories about get
ting molested and "equality means respect', and so on. At the 
end, she adds a few disclaimers like, "I think I just needed a 
personal outlet', and "I put this together in about a week." 
Out of Order cost St but I'd say 25 cents would be more 
reasonable. I did like the show review though. (ms) 

Palace($?) 
22 Pallas St .. Providence, R.I. 02903 [issue I) 

First of all, let me get one thing straight, this zine has 
absolutely nothing to do with the band Palace. In fact, this 
publication has little to do with music at all. This zine is 
almost one hundred percent visuals, except of course, for the 
one page dead in the middle entitled, "Chis' Cinematic Hard
Ons", where the editor has voiced his desire to fuck a variety 
of hot screen actresses. This was a pleasant break from the 
heaviness of the remainder of this prize. It must have taken 
an awfully long time to put this one together. Each page has 
designs cut into it which compliment the various images 
pasted in odd places throughout the interior. I wouldn't 
suggest looking through this while tripping. You may figure 
out what the editor is getting at, and I'm not so sure that it's 
good for you to know. (ms) 
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• Letters to Burt Cocaine 

Burt Cocaine, 
The following is: AUSTIN PRETENTIONS: 

I'm being exposed to the development of this big 
town/small city for only a short time. I've already wit
nessed the disgracing of small businesses by the over
powering wealth of corporate dominance, and it's reas
suring that the new 'Irish Playland Pub' has been able 
to keep three uniforms of APD occupied for the week
end (at any time our proud can be looking over where 
the Capitol City Playhouse once was). 

The next brilliant phase of corporate planning is 
strip malls on Filth, off W. Lamar, to add to the traffic 
congestion Corporate H foods has created. Now-where 
is the sensibility? They talk of revitalizing the East side, 
but there isn't even a decent shopping center. While on 
overgrown crack hill (overlooking the capitol between 
8th and 11th Sts. on IH 35) there still remains my 
favorite passage to Ben's BBQ. It seems to me to be, 
'Let the artistic discover it, sc the rich can evict 'em!' 
And what did ever happen to the two-way street con
cept that passed like the '96 drought, to slow traffic in 
town sc that cyclists, pedestrians, and businesses 
would have a fighting chance with our thoroghJare 
commuters that race home after a day in the office to 
doll up for the town's thriving nightlife, creating drunk
driving madness between 1:30 and 2:30 each night? 

Andrew 

That last sentence sure was a doozey - be 

Dear Burt Cokehead, 
You wouldn't have the faintest idea what exactly 

you have done over these past few weeks. Although 
you may not be aware of the fact that my husband is 
suffering from the most severe case of the runs since 
your arrival into our fine building, you must be 
aware of the fact that you are a menace. The stress 
you have put us both under has been too much for us 
to bear any longer. I hope you understand when you 
receive this letter that it is too late for you do to any
thing about what Frank has done to set you straight. 
You may be wondering right now where your cat is. 
Well. don't even bother looking. Frank had to take 
action today, so he beat your pet with a shovel until 
it's head split open. I hope this teaches you to fuck 
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with the Stevens' 
Bab Stevens 

You sick bastards had better quit writing these let
ters, they're beginning to sound a little too deep. - be 

Dear Bert Cccaine, 
Jasen, you are an ass. The Jasen I am referring to is 

the jack ass who wrote the CD reviews in Issue #3 of 
Salt for Slugs. You wouldn't know rock n roll iJ you had 
a !lying V up your ass. I am an authority and messen
ger born and raised on rock n roll. My mission is to 
exterminate all humanoids and accomplices who are 
polluting my ears and eyes with their jack off Harvard 
anecdotes. I know for a fact that you are gay. I love 
homosexuality, but I hate fags who suppress it. And I 
know of your dreams to have a fag ass menage a trois 
(I know you like that word menage a trois you fruit fuck) 
with the fag asses from American Analog Set. I know 
that you bite your nails in frustration because you can't 
have Ned Oldham's inbred dick in your mouth. You 
want to be punished. The walls of the fag filled 
humanoid shithouse indie rock empire will soon come 
crumbling down, asshole. And when the smoke clears, 
you will witness me, The Lone Wolf, reprimanding all 
your fag fuck minions. It's not a pretty job, but you can 
bet your faggot ass that I enjoy it. This is not a threat; it 
is a prophecy unfolding before your very eyes. Those 
who will be spared and saved know who they are. 
Those who are damned will suffer at my merciless 
hands. You, Jasen, I will perscnally take care of 
because you are sc fucking gay. 

So far, the extermination process is moving along at 
a steady beat. A prominent humanoid has just endured 
a most humiliating demise justly brought about by one 
of my top humanoid extermination agents. Business is 
good. As long as you fag fucks keep rattling off your 
empty philoscphies driven by your gargantuous inse
curities (you like the word gargantuous too I bet, you lit
tle bitch) I will have my work cut out for me. Jasen, 
heed my warnings. You and your humanoid fuck 
friends can leave now in peace or you can stay and 
witness fag fuck destruction. 

Fags Fuck Forever! 
Your Truly, 
Lone Wolf 

I've been strong-armed into allowing Jason a 
chance to respond -be 

Lone Wolf: 
You greasy-slick L.A. goombah. Rock and Roll is 

fucking dead! I realize that your We is full of fast cars, 
blow, and thong underwear now that you live in 
Century City. I regret to inform you the whole thing is a 

sham, a hollow fucking shell! 
Suburban wonderbread like you has been ripping 

off the great bluesmen like Muddy Waters, Robert 
Johnsen, and Llghnin' Hopkins since the halcyon days 
of that fat cracker Elvis. 

I have to admit that I owe you a debt of gratitude. It's 
patent jackasses like you with permed hair and mascara 
and customized Ibanez "axes" that initially made me real
ize three chord Rock and Roll for the rotting corpse it is. 

Boring, uninventive, formulaic. 
I am now a member of an organization devoted to 

the corruption of impotent he-man rock "purists" such 
as yourself, you tool. Bow down in the men's restroom 
stall that is pop culture and worship the omnipotent 
penetrating force that is SALHAMI! My organization, 
the Society of American Latent Homosexual Artfag 
Intellectuals is out for your goodies. Watch your ass, 
Lone Wolf, because you know we are. 

Our leader, The Most Magnificent and Terrible 
Mistress Yoko Ono has designated you the prime target 
in our glorious crusade to rid the world of biggoted fag
bashing anti-intellectual scum such as yourself. She 
has handed down the decree that when you are 
caught (at the Roxy or Viper Room, or where ever LA 
sleazebags like you waste your sad lives) you will feel 
the full vengeful wrath of our SALHAMI! 

Lone Wolf, you said in your letter that I wouldn't 
know rock and roll iJ scmeone shoved a Flying V up my 
ass. You WILL know indie rock when my comrades 
and I sodomize you repeatedly, until you hemorrage 
and die, with a Mini-Moog! From the pinnacle of pain 
(which you will enjoy you dirty bitch) you will be flung 
to the depths of despair as every humanoid throughout 
the land gathers around your defiled and dying body 
and criticizes your shitty and pedestrian home-record
ed discography, from Krell to Diary Key. At this point 
you will realize your tragic folly, then you will be dead, 
you tinsel town jagoff. 

I suggest for your own sake that you immediately 
relinquish the idea that good music is meaningless 
macho strutting, and throw yourself at the mercy of the 
benevolent Mistress Yoko. She might only make you 
write pretentious music reviews. Beware! Forsake 
Rock and Roll immediately! 

How far has cock-rock really gotten you, anyway? 
I'll tell you how far. It's gotten you to the Matador show
case, and into back of the Spoon tour bus to orally ser
vice that hapless idiot Brit Daniels. And why? For 
twenty pieces of silver to support your addiction to that 
sculless reaver, the "White Lady". Who do you think 
you are anyway, Blackie Lawless? 

Might I suggest that you figure out something new? 
Oh yeah, that must be the '1vy League pretension" talking. 

Love, 
Jasen "the Humanoid" Jennings 
SALHAMI 

Dear Burt Kocain: 
Hey, I have a problem that maybe you can under

stand. Sometimes I envision a world that spans across 
and cracks into my fragile horizon of dogs awakening 
like the feeling of a punk scng that is actually your We. 
A freedom, a freedom like America. I feel. I feel like I 



can run a thousand miles and never stop the sprint. A speed junky's last hurrah. The 
sky consist ameyphist, and the clouds are cheap pills. And I run, and run. The day, it 
really doesn't really seem that bad, all my problems fade away and so does the 
gleam in my eyes. I slowly feel the old skin unravel off my spin with the effects of lost 
responsibility. and I run, and run. Transgressing over the deep wells of space seeing 
the baby Jessicas dance before me like a All-Monkey Kazoo band. I no longer feel 
the need to incorporate my soul. In this world I have my own will, the way, and it 
seems like for once, it just might all work out. And I run, and run. To much leisure 
veiled as slackerdom is what almost killed me but now as the new light fills my eyes, 
I hold onto my gin bottle and cry and cry and cry. The million dollar happiness will 
never be mine, but the ten dollar glee is just enough for me. Now the bells are ring
ing in my ears, the sound of whippets yelping their nitric joys to an uncaring crowd. 
The stadium is willed with will wishers as I arrived to the world. But the soccer hud
dlems are there, all beret in the taught suit of brotherhood of commercialism. and I 
run, and run. The blood rushes clean to my legs, but after years of needles I think 
they are dead. There is blood on my floor and cops at me door, but my girl I think I 
love her. I am the big piece of pie, I leave the coffee for the bums and the decrepit
up-beat-horror-film-coffee-house-dating-scene crowd. You never know how much 
love someone till you kill them. And I run, and run. I dance across desert of unseen 
pain of years of neglect by dick-hungry Mexican bordertown whores. Yeah, I 
KICKED DOWN YOUR DOOR WITH 1HE GUN IN MY HAND, have a beer it will calm 
you. have a tequila it will only harm you a little. take this hit it will help you defeat 
the habit of breathing. I can still hear the screaming in my ears of the little white girl 
being sold into slavery in that back black market of inner Honduras, but who am I to 
judge. I have shattered my glass house with my fist full of pardons. And I run, and 
run. That sweet taste of the first drink of the day is so beautiful to me. It helps my for
get all the things i should be remembering. Guns and alcohol. the alpha and omega 
of all my current dilemmas. Maybe fast cars will help. Drive a camero a mile fucking 
miles an hour up 1-35 on a drug run, feeling the effects that must have overran the 
1920s bootleggers. Maybe i was him in an earlier We. I just hope i died in hail gun 
fire with my best girl saying she loves me. Llke she did last night. 

Do you think you can help? I mean, what is up with my girl. 
Your friend 
Ran Scott. 

I think you 're really full of shit man- be 

Dear Burt, 
On the way to the grocery store the other day, I found a package of condoms on 

the ground that had your name written on the box. I found this to be quite odd con
sidering that you live nowhere near me, and I know that you wouldn't have any 
need for them anyway, you sick fuck. Are you stalking me? Really, when was the 
last time you even thought about your health? You drink Wild Turkey for breakfast 
and shit rocket fuel. Your liver is probably a festering lump of gel right now and 
you're not even thirty yet. Did you have some intention of being clean all of the 
sudden? Why do you write your name on the box? Does that make you cool or 
something? That's not even your real name anyway you fake! Come clean with 
your dirtiness Burt Cocaine. Don't walk around my street anymore. 

Teresa Othrens 

Once again, I have been misrepresented by some unruly character who has 
taken it upcn him or herself to make sure that I don't get laid. - be 

Dead Burt Cocaine, 
That's right, Dead!!! I'm gonna kill you if I ever catch you in my bushes at night 

again, Mr. Smartass! When Bobby told me about the egging, I knew that you've 
completely lost your sense of right and wrong. Didn't you learn anything after all of 
those hours spent in counseling. Your Grandma was right, you're incorrigable! I 
don't suppose that you would have any idea what has happened to Kelli since last 
week. She had severe yolk trauma to th13 side of her head and one of her earrings 
was lost among the shell laden goo that drenched the bodies of the abused. I hope 
you and your magazine friends know that retribution is a dish best served cold, and 
ice cold it will be my friend!! Bobby says that you wouldn't dare try anything like 
this again after the beating you took up at the Stop and Go, but I know a different 
Burt than he. I know you're up to something, you no good drug addict! Don't you 
ever let me catch you messing around with no eggs either bitch! 

Angel Sherman 

Angel. I love you. - be 

full Moon f riday' 
Enjoy discounts on Blanco' s 
full Moon Pale Rye 

A Is o I Free T-Shirh & 
Pint Glasses Available* 

Support local Brewers 
Every f riday 
from 3pm-6pm 

SALT FOR SLUGS PSYCHIC HOTLINE 

RUSF.JJIR mEIRS 
SEPTEMBER 

14 ga . Barbell w i t~ Clear Ball s ~ 15 
~ 40 Tongue and Na vel pierc ings 
lucite plugs beginning at ~15 

Capt iv e Bead ~ings beginning at HO a pair w/ad 

[Come check out a large selection of jewelry! 
5533 BURNET ROAD AUSTIN 

458.1588 I 458.9693 
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4:00 PM to 2 :00 AM · 7 Days a Week 

45 7. 0900 · 900 Red R iver 



S.F.S. 
send submissions, letters to hurt cocaine, 01· advertising and subscription inquiries to 

salt for slugs • p.o. box 50338 • austin, tx 78763 
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